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In Indonesia, the H5N1 avian influenza (AI) disease has been circulating for more than five years and has infected various

types of avian species and human beings.  Generally, avian influenza cases in human beings are suspected to be spread by chicken,

birds or waterfowl previously infected by avian influenza.  The data supporting this assumption were very limited, therefore the

molecular characterization on four avian influenza genome segments such as hemagglutinin, neuraminidase, matrix and non

structural that was isolated from the avian species surrounding the avian influenza cases in human was conducted.  The analysis was

conducted on these genes which were responsible for binding receptors, the pathogenicities, and the resistance to antiviral drugs,

thus the virus changes can be detected by comparing the sequence data of GenBank from human cases related to the avian species.

The four avian influenza viruses used in this study isolated from avian influenza cases surrounding the avian influenza cases in

human in 2007.  The results of genetic analysis showed that these four viruses and the available sequence data from the GenBank

for of avian influenza virus in human and avian have the receptor α-2,3 of sialic acid which is the avian receptor.  The A/Ck/West

Java/Bks2/2007 virus is collected from the chicken surrounding the avian influenza cases in human that resembles the data of

avian influenza virus from human, A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 from GenBank. The viruses conferred similarities amino acid

sequence of hemagglutinin, neuraminidase, matrix and non structural protein. All viruses used have deletion at the position 80-84

of the NS1 protein and possessed the ESEV motif which may contribute to an increased virulence. The avian influenzaviruses

examined in this study also show resistance to amantadine.
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Influenza A virus can be isolated from various living

creatures such as human, swine, horses, water poultry,

chickens, sea mammals, and camels.  The evolution of the

Avian Influenza virus (AIV) occurs continuously and mostly

on the surface of the glycoprotein of the virus, however, it

may also occur on other gene segments.  The variation of

this virus is an accumulation of molecular changes of eight

RNA segments that may occur through point mutation

(antigenic drift), gene reassortment (antigenic shift),

defective-interfering particles, and RNA recombination.  Each

mechanism contributes to the evolution of the Avian Influenza

virus (Webster et al. 1992).

In Indonesia, the AI disease has been circulating for more

than five years and has infected various species (Dharmayanti

et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2005c).  In July 2005, this virus caused the

first death of a human victim infected by the H5N1 subtype

of AI virus.  In September 2005 it was also reported that avian

influenza virus attacked several birds not only at Ragunan

Zoo but also at Tegal Alur Bird Sanctuary (Dharmayanti et

al. 2006).  The mutation that comprises substitution, deletion

and insertion is one of the most important mechanisms in

producing variations of the influenza virus.  Failure in

proofreading of  the RNA polymerase has a role in the

replication error, which is around base 1 in every 104 base

(Holland et al. 1982; Stainhauer and Holland  1987).

Most of the human infected by the H5N1 virus in Indonesia

resulted fatal cases.  At 27 January 2009 a sum of 115 people

died due to this virus.  So far the infection occurring in human

has been assumed to come from poultry surrounding the

victims area.  There are no profound scientific data supporting

this assumption. In this study, molecular analysis was

conducted to compare the virus genetic substance collected

from birds surrounding the AI cases in human.  Molecular

characterization was conducted on four (NA, HA, M and

NS) out of eight AI genome segments as these genes are

responsible for binding receptor, pathogenicity, and

resistance to antiviral drugs, thus the virus characters can be

detected by comparing the sequence of the data of the

GenBank of the AI cases in human related to avian species.

MATERIALS  AND  METHODS

AI Virus.  The four avian influenza viruses analyzed in

this study were successfully isolated from the avian species

(bird and chicken) surrounding the human beings infected

by AI virus H5N1 subtype in 2007 as presented in Table 1

(Dharmayanti et al. 2004, 2005, 2006) were then further

analyzed by conducting sequencing on four segments,

namely, hemagglutinin (segment 4), neuraminidase (segment

6), matrix (segment 7) and nonstructural (segment 8).  The

viruses were propagated in Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) eggs

that have embryos aged 9-11 days (OIE 2000).

Reverse Transcriptase-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-

PCR).  Total RNA were extracted from infected allantoic fluid

was extracted using commercially available QIAamp RNA

mini kit (Qiagen).  The RT-PCR reaction was conducted using

the Superscript one Step RT-PCR System (Invitrogen)

according to the manufacturer’s instruction using the

Thermal Cycler Applied Biosystem 9700 machine.  The primers

used to amplify the four AI virus segments were in accordance

with Hoffmann et al. (2001).

DNA Sequencing and Genetic Analysis.   The amplified

DNA obtained was purified by using the QIAquick PCR

purification kit (Qiagen).  The sequencing method used was

the direct sequencing with the Cycle sequencing kit (BigDye

Terminator version 3.1; Applied Biosystem) using the Genetix

Analyzer 3310 machine (Applied Biosystem).  The fragment



Table 1  AI viruses were collected from avian species surrounding influenza H5N1 cases in human that were used in this study

Name of virus

A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007

A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007

A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh2007

A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007

Kompleks Walkot, Jakarta

Kalideres, Jakarta

Bekasi

AI human cases location Victims suspect/confirm AI

Mr. A (suspect, negatif)

R (confirm, positif)

7-8 (confirm, positif)

Table 2  Data from GenBank based on phylogenetic analysis that

have close relationship with virus of A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007

AI viruses

A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007

A/Indonesia/CDC1032/2007

A/Indonesia/CDC887/2007

A/Indonesia/CDC938/2007

A/Indonesia/CDCTL012/2006

A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007

A/Indonesia/CDC1047/2007

Gender/Age

M/F (years)

M

 F

M

 F

No information

 F

 F

Date of sample

collection
5

7

14

10

11

12

Fig 1  Phylogenetic tree of HA gene of influenza H5N1 viruses

from human and animal.  Three isolates were same group with anti-

genic drift isolate in 2006 that showed antigenic drift and one isolate

(A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007) have same group with H5N1 human

isolates.

H5N1

Human

isolates

 A/Indonesia/286H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC329/2006

 A/Indonesia/283H/2006
 A/feline/Indonesia/CDC1/2006

 A/Chicken/West Java/TASIK2/2006
 A/chicken/West Java/TASIKSOB/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC357/2006
 A/Indonesia/239H/2005

 A/Indonesia/CDC742/2006
 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Belitung Timor163118

 A/Indonesia/245H/2005
 A/Bird cucak w ilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007

 A/chicken/West Java/SMICSLKEB/2006
 A/Chicken/West Java/SMICSLKEC/2006

 A/Chicken/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007
 A/Chicken/West Java/PWTWIJ/2006
 A/Chicken/West Java/SMIPAT/2006

 A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007
 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Semerang163162/2007

 A/Sw an/Indonesia/Malang163161/2007
 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Lampung163123/2006

 A/Indonesia/604H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC699/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC523/2006
 A/Ck/West Java/Bks 2/2007

 A/Indonesia/CDC887/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC938/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC1032N/2007
 A/Indonesia/TLL012/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC1032/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC1032T/2007

 A/Indonesia/CDC1046T/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC1047S/2007

 A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC1047/2007

 A/Indonesia/5/2005
 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Soppeng163171/2007

 A/Chicken/West Java/GARUTMAY/2006
 A/Quail/Central Java/SMRG/2006

 A/Chicken/Gunung Kidul/BBVW/2006
 A/Indonesia/6/2005

 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Kulon163147/2006
 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Magelang163157/2007

65

98

100

62
100

60

64

100

98

76

98

89

67

100

100

85

84

95

66

75

73

61

87

70

0.005

Chicken

isolates

with

anti-

genic

drift in

2007

 

 

assembly and sequence editing were conducted by using

the Bioedit.  Multiple alignment production was conducted

using the Clustal W program (www.ebi.ac.uk). The DNA

sequences were translated into amino acid sequences and

subjected to multiple alignments using Bioedit program, and

further constructed into a phylogenetic MEGA 4, program

available from www.megasoftware.net.

RESULTS

Molecular Analysis on the Hemagglutinin (HA) Gene.

The four virus isolates analyzed in this study show that only

one isolate, the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 is within the same

group with the sequence data of the isolate in human cases

(Fig 1).  This isolate does not have close relationship with

the avian isolates analyzed in this study.

The A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus was collected on

12 January 2007 after it was reported that there were eight of

the AI suspected patients aged 6-15 old years in Bekasi

district.   Prior to this accident, at the same location the chicken

and muscovy duck owned by one of the inhabitant (M) died.

The A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 isolate was collected from

the remaining live chickens owned by M.  There was no

information regarding the location of the human isolates at

the GenBank, in this study the case possibilities were traced

(based on the dates of sample collections) to find out whether

A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus is the virus in infected

human area.  The complete data on human isolates that have

close relationship with the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus

included four samples were collected in January 2007 are

presented in Table 2.  However, considering the victims’ ages

the of A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus has the greatest

possibility and relatedness to the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007

virus.

The A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007 and A/Bird Cucak Wilis/

Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007 isolates were collected on 11 January

2007; an adult male without possession of  chickens or another

avian species was the AI suspect patient (J).  Therefore, the

samples were collected from the surrounding location and

from his neighbors.  Until this report was written, the writer

had not received any information whether the patient was

infected or not.  The A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 isolate

was collected from the surrounding location (neighbor) of a

positively confirmed AI case (R).  The samples taken from

the birds raised at R’s house showed negative results.  Three

isolates, A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007, A/Bird Cucak Wilis/

Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007 and A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 did

not show genetic closeness to the human data sequence

infected by AI from the GenBank but they showed their

closeness to other avian isolates which experienced quite

significant mutation compared with other avian isolates.

Throughout 2006, the highest mutation was of two H5N1

viruses, namely the A/Ck/West Java/Pwt-Wij/2006 and Ck/

WestJava/Smi-Pat/06 which amounted to 4.88%.   Both viruses

were taken from the flocks of a poultry farm that conducted

AI vaccination.  However, in the analysis of HA gene, the

three isolates used in this study A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/

2007, A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007 and

A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 showed that they were

in the same group as the isolates collected in 2005-2006,

which were A/Indonesia/CDC292/2005, A/Indonesia

CDC742/2006, and A/Ck/west Java/Tasiksob/2006

viruses.

The multiple sequence alignment of the A/Ck/West Java/

Bks2/2007 and A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 viruses only differ

in 2 amino acids, which are Lys/K at position 35, and Thr/T at

position 513 in the A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 isolate which

replace Arg/R and Lys/L in A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus

(Fig 2).    The A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot1/2007, A/Bird Cucak Wilis/

Jakarta/Walkot4/2007 and A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007

viruses have 17-18, amino acid substitution similar to those

of the A/Ck/West Java/Pwt-Wij/2006.  These differences

cause the virus group form a significantly different group

from other AI viruses.  The A/Ck/West Java/Pwt-Wij/2006 is

a virus successfully found at the flock that has been exposed
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Jan 2007

Jan 2007

Oct 2006

Nov 2006

Jan 2007

Jan 2007

(14)

(37)

(12)

(35)

(22)

(26)



Fig 2  Multiple sequence alignment of amino acid of HA protein AIV surrounding AI human cases.  Sequence amino acids at the cleavage site

of HA were underlined.

to AI vaccination using H5N2.  This possibly happened due

to the immunological pressure received by the virus, thus

the virus appeared as an escape mutant.  All the data on the

viruses analyzed at the cleavage site of HA  protein at the

amino acid position 321-330 in this study show Highly

Pathogenic Avian Influenza (PQRESRRKR//GLF) and have

Ser/S at position-6 of HA1.

The analysis of the pocket receptor binding site did not

show any changes, such as 91(Tyr/Y), 130-134(Gly/Val/Ser/

Ser/Ala/GVSSA), 149(Trp/W), 151(Ile/I), 179(His/H), 186(Glu/

E), 190(Leu/L) and 191(Tyr/Y).  All data on the viruses

analyzed showed that they were familiar with α−2,3 of sialic

acid which is an avian receptor, the QSG (222-224), and none

was familiar with the human receptor, the LSS (222-224).

¢
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Fig 3  Phylogenetic tree of NA gene of influenza H5N1 viruses from human and animal.
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Molecular Analysis on the Neuraminidase (NA) Gene.

Most of Indonesian AI viruses, both isolated from animals

and human, do not experience changes or mutations in the

NA gene such that of the HA gene.  However, the A/Ck/West

Java/Bks2/2007 isolate on the HA gene level is the closest

virus to the AI virus of human origin in 2007, especially the

A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus.  Meanwhile, the three other

isolates have their closeness to the AI virus of human origin

in 2005-2006 (Fig 3).

The results of analysis on the multiple sequence alignment

of neuraminidase amino acid composition between the A/Ck/

West Java/Bks2/2007 and A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007

viruses did not show any difference.  The viruses of   A/Ck/

Jakarta/Walkot1/2007, A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot4/

2007 and the A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 have a similar

amino acid composition to that of the A/Indonesia/7/2005

and several others; but only at the position where 320 Ser/S

replaces Pro/P (Data not shown).

Molecular Analysis on the Non Structural (NS) Gene.

As in the NA gene, at the NS gene molecular level the AI

viruses in human and animals do not show significant

differences.  The A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus

consistently shows its closeness to A/Indonesia/CDC1031/

2007 virus.  Aside of the A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007, the A/

Indonesia/604H/2006 and A/Indonesia/CDC523/2006 viruses

show their genetic closeness at the NA gene level.  The other

three viruses, such as A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007, A/Bird

Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007 and A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-

onh/2007 also consistently show their closeness to the AI

virus in human in 2005-2006 (Fig 4).  At the NS gene level the

AI virus of China or Hong Kong origins show a very

significant difference as it is not within the same group as the

viruses of Indonesian origin.

The multiple sequence alignment analysis on the non

structural protein (Fig 5) shows that there were only four

different amino acids (position 59, 124, 205 and 242) between

the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 and A/Indonesia/CDC1031/

2007 viruses.  Three other viruses have almost the same amino

acid compositions as those of the AI virus of Indonesia origin

in 2005-2006.

Large-scale sequence analysis of avian influenza viruses

indicated that the four C-terminal residues of the NS1 protein

is a potential PDZ- ligand binding motif of the X-S/T-X-V

type (Obenauer et al. 2006).  PDZ-ligand binding motifs with

the ESEV or EPEV sequence were found in the NS1 protein

from HPAI H5N1 viruses isolated in  1997 and 2003, as well as

the1918 pandemic virus (all of avian origin).  In this study, all

of the viruses used possessed ESEV motifs (Fig 5).

Molecular Analysis on Matrix (M) Gene.  The analyses

of the M gene show that A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot1/2007, A/Bird

Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot4/2007 and A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-

onh/2007 viruses have genetic closeness to the human origin

virus of 2007, namely A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007 and A/

Indonesia/CDC1047/2007, and are within the same group as

the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 and other human origin

viruses.   At the level of the M gene, the four viruses used in



Fig 5  Multiple sequence alignment of amino acid of NS protein AIV surrounding AI human cases.  The PDZ-ligand binding motif was

underlined.
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Fig 4  Phylogenetic tree of NS gene of influenza H5N1 viruses from human and animal.



this study do not show genetic closeness to the AI viruses

of avian or animal origins.  The A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot1/2007,

A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007, A/Ck/Jakarta/

Jakbar-onh/2007 and A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 viruses

significantly show genetic closeness to most of the human

origin AI viruses used in this study.   The A/Ck/West Java/

Bks2/2007 virus consistently shows its closeness to virus

the A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus (Fig 6). The Virus /Ck/

Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007 and A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot

4/2007 viruses have two different amino acids which are 45

and 77, even though these two viruses were collected from

near by location.  The differences may be caused by two

different species, namely birds and chicken (Data not shown).

The amino acids that  are related to the zinc finger motive

domain are Cysteine, Alanine, Threonine, Cysteine, Glutamic,

Glutamine, Isoleucine, Alanine, Aspartic, Serine, Glutamine,

Histidine, Arginine, Serine, and Histidine

(CATCEQIADSQHRSH) and are located at amino acid

numbers 148 to 162 do not show differences.  Similarly, the

amino acids at numbers 101 to 105 consist of Lysine, Leucine,

Lysine and Arginine (KKLKR) as all isolates have the nuclear

localization signal (NLS) (Data not shown).

The sensitivity to amantadine can be shown at the Matrix

protein, precisely, on M2 protein, which is the presence of

amino acids substitutions at positions 26 (Leu→Phe), 27

(Val→Ala or Thr), 30 (Ala→Thr or Val) and 31 (Ser→Asn/

Arg) (Suzuki et al., 2003).  This study (Fig 7) shows that

Indonesia viruses have the mutation of Val27Ala, while several

other isolates show two mutations (including the A/Ck/

Jakarta/Walkot1/2007, A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/

2007, A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 viruses) namely Val27Ala

and Ser31Asn.  The identification of the mutation of the M2

protein is presented in Figure 7.  At positions 16 and 55 the

M2 protein is Glu/E and Leu/L, which is the host specificity

site (M2) of avian like-amino acid.

DISCUSSION

Molecular Analysis.  Gene HA has a protein product

namely protein hemaglutinin, whose function to bind

receptors containing sialic acid on the cell surface.  The main

role of this protein is to determine the host restriction and

virulence.  It is also responsible to the penetration of the

virus into the cytoplasm through the endocytotic process.

The results of this study showed that four viruses from avian

species used in this study and the amino acid hemaglutinin

sequence data obtained from GenBank have the receptor for

avian as they still recognize α−2,3 sialic acid. The AI virus in

chicken which was analyzed throughout 2006, still showed

the avian receptor.   This shows that the transmission of AI

virus in human still comes from avian species, and does not

show the inter-human transmission.  This is similar to the

H5N1 virus that infected and caused fatalities to human in

Hong Kong in 2007, and it constantly shows specificity

of α−2,3 sialic acid not α−2,6 sialic acid receptor (Suzuki

2003; Harvey et al. 2004).

The error-prone activity of RNA polymerase causes the

HA of AI virus to have a very high average mutation.  The

mutation was estimated that approximately 2 x 10-3 base

substitutions per position per virus generation or one base

substitution on HA gene per virus generation.  The selection

of amino acid substitution is at least controlled by the

immunological pressure as HA which is the main target of the

host immune response.  Even though HA is a molecule that

mutates very rapidly, the amino acids at the HA receptor

binding site (mostly are proline and cysteine) are conserved.

In nature, there are at least 16 HA subtypes (H1, H2, etc)

which differ around 30% at the amino acid sequence at HA1
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Fig 6  Phylogenetic tree of M gene of influenza H5N1 viruses

from human and animal.  All of the viruses used have same group

with most of Indonesian H5N1 human isolates in 2006-2007.

 A/Indonesia/542H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC940/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC610/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC759/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC739/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC836/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC835/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC669P/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC326/2006
 A/feline/Indonesia/CDC1/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC329/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC699/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC523/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC887/2006

 A/Ck/West Java/Bks 2/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC1032/2007

 A/Indonesia/CDC938/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC938E/2006

 A/Indonesia/304H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC357/2006

 A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007
 A/Indonesia/CDC1047/2007
 A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007

 A/Bird cucak w ilis/Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007
 A/Chicken/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007

 A/Indonesia/546H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC595/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC594/2006
 A/Indonesia/535H/2006
 A/Indonesia/CDC597/2006

 A/chicken/Deli Serdang/BPPVI/2005
 A/chicken/Dairi/BPPVI/2005
 A/chicken/Purw akarta/BBVet-IV/2004

 A/Ck/Indonesia/PA/2003
 A/Ck/Indonesia/4/2004
 A/Ck/Indonesia/2A/2003

 A/Dk/Indonesia/MS/2004
 A/Ck/Indonesia/5/2004

 A/chicken/Kulon Progo/BBVet-XII-2/2004
 A/Ck/Indonesia/BL/2003

 A/chicken/Kulon Progo/BBVW/2005
 A/Indonesia/CDC184/2005

 A/Indonesia/CDC7/2005
 A/Indonesia/175H/2005

 A/Indonesia/5/2005
 A/Indonesia/321H/2006

 A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96
 A/Hong Kong/156/97

 A/Hong Kong/542/97
 A/Hong Kong/482/97

 A/HongKong/97/98
 A/Hong Kong/486/9778

98

64

100

99

91

86

98

71

96

62

100

90

63
67

65

85

90

62

98

0.01

Fig 7  Multiple alignment of amino acid of M2 protein of AIV surrounding AI human cases.
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A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007        PTRNEWECKCIDSSDPLAVAASIIGILHLILWILDRLFFKFIYRRLKYDLKRGPSTAGVPESMREEYRQEQQNAV

A/Indonesia/CDC1031RE2/2007     ...........................................................................

A/Indonesia/CDC1031T/2007       ...........................................................................

A/Ck/West Java/Bks 2/2007       ............................K..............................................

A/Indonesia/304H/2006           ................................................G..........................

A/Indonesia/604H/2006           ................................................G..........................

A/Indonesia/CDC699/2006         ................................................G..........................

A/Indonesia/CDC357/2006         .....................N..........................G..........................

A/Indonesia/CDC887/2006         ...........................................................................

A/Indonesia/CDC938/2006         .................................I.........................................

A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007        ........R............N..........................G..........................

A/Indonesia/CDC1047/2007        ........R............N..........................G..........................

A/Indonesia/CDC1047S/2007       ........R............N..........................G..........................

A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar/onh/2007    ........R............N..........................G..........................

A/Bird cucak wilis/Jakarta/Wal  ........R............N..........................G..........................

A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007      ........R............N..........................G..........................



and which serologically do not cross-react (Webster et al.

1992; Fouchier et al. 2005).  In this study, it was also proved

that although there were mutations of several parts of the

HA gene, the receptor binding site of the HA gene does not

alter.

The phylogenic tree analysis on HA shows that only one

virus, the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 that is in the same group

as the sequencing data of from the human case.  The A/Ck/

West Java/Bks2/2007 virus does not have closeness to the

animal origin isolate analyzed in this study.  Even the A/Ck/

West Java/Bks2/2007 virus has almost the same amino acid

composition as the AI virus of human-origin, the the A/

Indonesia/CDC1031/2007.  The phylogenetic analysis showed

that the AI viruses in Indonesia are divided into several groups

depending on the extent of mutation occurring in the viruses.

Different from the HA gene, the NA and NS genes are still in

the same group, which shows that they have not experienced

significant changes or mutation.  The relationship based on

the NA and NS genes on the phylogenetic analysis shows

that Indonesian isolates have not yet altered.  From the

phylogenetic analysis of NA and NS genes, the A/Ck/West

Java/Bks2/2007 virus constantly shows its closeness to the

A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus.

The amino acid composition of NA, NS and M does not

alter much, even the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 virus has

similar amino acid composition to the NA protein with the A/

Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus.  All virus isolates observed

including the AI amino acid sequencing data of human-origin

have the amino acid composition at zinger finger motif, namely

at positions 148 to 162 of the M1 gene.  In addition, the

nuclear localization signal (NLS) at positions 101 to 105 is

also possessed by all viruses analyzed in this study.

At the NS1 level, the NS1 protein plays an important role

in the pathogenicity of the H5N1 virus in different hosts.  A

deletion of five amino acid residue at positions 80 to 84 was

found in the NS1 molecule of the viruses used in this study,

including other Indonesian viruses.  The ESEV motif is the

PDZ-ligand binding motif which is found in all the viruses

used showed that all Indonesian viruses were avian origin.

They are able to bind cellular PDZ-containing proteins

involved in host cellular signaling pathways.   In contrast,

the NS1 protein in most low pathogenic human influenza

viruses contain a different motif (RSKV or RSEV), which

cannot bind PDZ-containing proteins.   A recent study

showed that the PDZ-binding motif of NS1 is a new virulence

factor of influenza A viruses (Jackson et al. 2008).

Amantadine Resistant of the Viruses.  The sensitivity

against amantadine that can be detected from M2 protein,

shows that the four AI virus isolates used in this study

experienced mutation at the matrix gene which is the

transmembrane domain.  Li et al (2004) stated that most of

the H5N1 strains isolated in South East Asia are resistance to

amantadine and rimantadine, the antiviral group used to cure

and prevent the infection by virus influenza A.  These drugs

inhibit the viral replications at the initial stadium of the

infection by inhibiting the ion channel formed by M2 protein.

The substitution of one of the five amino acids (at positions

26, 27, 30, 31 and 34) in the domain of transmembrane M2 is

implicated by the missing of inhibiting sensitivity by M2

(Hay et al. 1985 ; Pinto et al.1992).

The virus mutation against amantadine has excessively

been reported especially in Thailand and Vietnam (almost

95%).  Cheung et al (2006) stated that most of the Indonesian

viruses are still sensitive to amantadine only about 6.3% while

in China it is 8.99%.  The Indonesia viruses isolated in 2007

were analyzed and the results showed an increase of virus

numbers resistant to amantadine.  Most viruses resistant to

adamantane (amantadine and rimantadine), approximately

70-80%, have the mutation at position 31 on the M2 protein

(Bright et al. 2006).  This was also shown by the results in

this study, where 3 out of 4 viruses analyzed had the mutation

at position 31. In this study, all of the viruses analyzed had

mutation at position 26.

The Correlation between H5N1 Avian Viruses and

Human Viruses. The analysis conducted on the AI virus

isolates of avian-origin from the surrounding of humans

infected by the AI virus showed that only one virus from

four viruses, A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 has the genetic

closeness of the HA, NA, M and NS genes to the human-

origin virus, which is the A/Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 virus.

The data from the GenBank show that the A/Indonesia/

CDC1031/2007 virus was collected in January 2007 from a

boy of 14 years old.  Similar information about the A/Ck/

West Java/Bks2/2007 virus was obtained when collecting

samples was conducted.  In fact this virus was taken from

live chicken/bird from the AI outbreak that happened a week

before the human case in the surrounding location.  However,

whether the virus is actually taken from the location of the A/

Indonesia/CDC1031/2007 case, until this publication is

written, no information was obtained regarding this.

Therefore, it is necessary to have coordination between the

Department of Agriculture (AARD) and the Department of

Health (AHRD) especially for collecting samples together

when there was a case in human.  The Department of

Agriculture or the local Livestock Services was frequently

late in collecting samples when some human cases occurred;

therefore, it is never known which virus characters of avian-

origin can infect human.

The A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot 1/2007 and A/Bird Cucak Wilis/

Jakarta/Walkot 4/2007 viruses were isolated from the AI

suspect cases without any information whether the cases

were confirmed or not.  The A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007

virus was collected from the area surrounding the confirmed

case, but this was not from the house or the surrounding of

the victim.  Virus A/Ck/Jakarta/Jakbar-onh/2007 was taken

from samples collected from the victim neighbor, but in a

different administration unit (RT).  From the molecular analysis

conducted, these three viruses (A/Ck/Jakarta/Walkot1/2007,

A/Bird Cucak Wilis/Jakarta/Walkot4/2007 and A/Ck/Jakarta/

Jakbar-onh/2007 viruses) did not show their genetic closeness

to the 2007 human-origin virus; however, it was closer to the

2005-2006 human-origin virus  and the escape mutant virus

from chicken intensive commercially farm.  The closeness of

these three viruses was only the at the Matrix Gene with the

A/Indonesia/CDC1046/2007 and A/Indonesia/CDC1047/2007

isolates.

The very significant closeness and similarity between

the A/Ck/West Java/Bks2/2007 and A/Indonesia/CDC1031/

2007 viruses at the molecular levels, although not

accompanied by sufficient information regarding the similarity
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of locations and time for the two isolates of avian and human-

origins.  This emphasizes that most AI infection cases in

humans come from avian species.
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